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Living Future Pull tells the story of one woman’s attempts to be normal and fit into the world she
was raised to believe in until the accidental death of her nearly fourteen year old son shook her
familiar world and other realities claimed her attention and graduallytransformed her
consciousness. Her soul growth invited and sometimes demanded that she move out of her
limited definition of who she was and what she was capable of becomingand insteadopen to
and become a magnet for the frequencies of Future PullThrough reflecting on her journalsthat
spanned more than forty years, listening and taking action on her intuition, and learning to live
her life through a multi-dimensional perspective, she broke rank with the limiting beliefs that kept
her hostage to her ego and grounded her personal story. As she opened to the guidance of her
guidesand angels and the frequencies of Future Pull, she aligned with her more expansive soul
story that resonated with joy, health, creativity, healing, and service.Living Future Pull was my
personal response to the question I posed: What if our journey on earth is as simple as believing
and trusting that each of us is the meeting point between earth and heaven? What if my life were
as simple as believing that God is having a Rosalie experience here on earth through me?Edge
walking between my personal story and my soul story was laced with rebellion, love, discipline,
surrender and courage. In the transformational process, I reclaimed my light and my truth. I
delighted in becoming more present by responding to the question, who do I wish to become?
and that Future Pull question became an organizing theme in Living Future Pull. 

"Through courageously sharing details of her own life's journey as a woman and a healer,
Rosalie Deer Heart reveals the underlying lessons of love we were all born to learn." Mirabai
Starr Author of Caravan of No Despair"If you are looking for a story that confirms life after death
and the reality of God interacting with His Creation, I recommend Living Future Pull." Kevin J.
Todeschi, Executive Director & CEO, The Edgar Cayce Work"A great catalyst for waking up and
making the choice to step into brilliance and light by answering the future call of soul's purpose."
Lou Ann Daly, PH.D author of Humans Being: Creating Your Life From The Inside Out"This is a
profound piece of life review and life instruction revealing the extraordinary spiritual connection
at the core of a woman's life. Living Future Pull, is full of practical and well-earned wisdom--
prepare to underline and savor!"Christina Baldwin, author of Life's Companion & Story
Catcher."Rosie Dear Heart shares her own story here of a soul's journey into the depths and
heights--a gift of insight from another dimension." Jan Phillips, author of Creativity
UnzippedRosalie's authenticity adds to the power of this book to inspire us to live in a higher
vibration, from a multidimensional perspective. " Joan Chadbourne, EdD, author of Healing
Conversations NowIn clear and honest language, Living Future Pull becomes our support and
encouragement to recognize our own unique journey forward.-Asandra, author of Contact Your



Spirit Guides--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorRosalie Deer Heart is an
internationally recognized workshop leader and provides spiritual retreats around the world. She
enjoyed a private psychotherapy practice for more than twenty years. She is also an artist,
healer, channeler, cosmic catalyst, and evolutionary buddy to many. One of her passions is
offering soul readings to people around the world by Skype or telephone. Check out her website
at: www.heart-soul-healing.com --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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LIVING FUTURE PULLA Spiritual MemoirROSALIE DEER HEARTCopyright © 2017by Rosalie
Deer Heart and Heartlink PublicationsAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted, in any form, or by any means, electronic,
mechanical, recorded, photocopied or otherwise, without prior written permission of both the
copyright owner and the above publisher of the book, except for a reviewer who may quote brief
passages in the review.The scanning, uploading, and distribution of this book via the Internet or
via any other means without the permission of the publisher is illegal and punishable by law.
Please purchase only authorized electronic editions and do not participate in or encourage
electronic piracy of copyrightable materials. Your support of the author’s rights is
appreciated.Cover Design by Arla Patch: artist, author, educator, creativity midwife, using art as
a tool for healing.Printed in the United States of AmericaDedication ToJune Bro who embodies a
uniquely positive response to the Buddhist koan that invites each of us to imagine holding all the
pain and suffering in the world in one hand and a rose in the other hand. The evolutionary
challenge is to enjoy the fragrance of the rose while still being aware of the suffering in the
world.June Bro has cultivated the practice of sniffing out happiness and humor in relationship to
whatever life offers up. No exceptions. For her boundless faith in God and the Goodness in
everyone she meets and forever sounding a positive note, I am grateful.Deep Bows and
Appreciation ToAlison Strickland, who volunteered to edit this book and held my feet to the fire
as together we figured out sequence and shine.Nancy Carlson, who now resides in Spirit, for
holding my history and helping me break out of my past.Diane Powell for her boundless support,
quirky humor and ability to practice tough love when necessary.Lynda Marvin for her keen
editorial eyes and for her courage to walk her own path and to look beyond herself for
revelations.Meghan Don for her dedication to walking and furthering the path of feminine
spirituality.Jo Ella Todd and Dan Urton, Leslie and Ed Rosenberg, Alison Strickland and Ted
Coulson, Lynn Potoff and Lou Ann Daly, Ellen and Robert Powers, Penny and Larry Moulis and
Pam and David Cooper for blessing me with living models of conscious, loving
partnerships.More Endorsements“If I had to sum up Rosalie Deer Heart’s memoir in one
sentence I would say, “It is truly possible to find inspirational guidance and direction for your own
life by exploring the life events of another.”Beginning with the unexpected death of her fifteen-
year-old son, Mike, and a communication / visitation with him shortly thereafter, Rosalie takes us
on a fascinating exploration of life, psychic phenomena, the survival of the soul, and
relationships. Along the way we learn how much beauty life has to offer, how we are never too
old to learn, the power of positive thinking, the importance of befriending one’s self, and the
myriad of ways spirit can interact with the material world.If you are looking for a story that
confirms life after death and the reality of God interacting with His Creation, I recommend Living
Future Pull.”—Kevin J. Todeschi,Executive Director & CEO,The Edgar Cayce Work“With the
sudden death of her teenaged son in 1977, a veil designed to shroud the living from the realm of
spirit was lifted and Rosalie Deer Heart was given a glimpse of a reality more radiantly real than
anything she had ever experienced. A glimpse became a focused gazing, and her gaze was



accompanied by the inflow of profound knowledge – not only of life and death, but also of the
evolutionary trajectory of humanity. The gates of perception have remained open ever since.
Through courageously sharing details of her own life’s journey as a woman and a healer, Rosalie
Deer Heart reveals the underlying lessons of love we were all born to learn.”—Mirabai Starr,
Author of Caravan of No Despair: A Memoir of Loss and Transformation“Powerful…Courageous
…and wise in a way that challenges beliefs, expectations and lessons learned in our youth.
Rosalie Deer Heart provides an honest and deeply personal accounting of a life lived outside
social conventions with passion, joy and unfolding adventures that have brought her to a place
of more enlightened living. This spiritual retrospective offers a mirror and invitation for readers to
look inside and ask who we are called to be and how we hold ourselves back. A great catalyst
for waking up and making the choice to step into brilliance and light by answering the future call
of soul’s purpose.”—Lou Ann Daly, PH.D author of Humans Being: Creating Your Life From the
Inside Out“This is a profound piece of life review and life instruction revealing the extraordinary
spiritual connection at the core of a woman’s life. Living Future Pull, is full of practical and well-
earned wisdom—prepare to underline and savor!”—Christina Baldwin, author of Life’s
Companion & Storycatcher.“Many people now are experiencing deeper levels of intuition, higher
frequencies of awareness, subtle changes in their capacity to communicate. Evolution is
occurring to and through us, and it is a challenge to communicate its complexities. Rosie Dear
Heart shares her own story here of a soul’s journey into the depths and heights—a gift of insight
from another dimension.”—Jan Phillips, author of Creativity Unzipped“Rosalie Deer Heart’s
spiritual autobiography is information expressed in frequencies, which are mind, heart and soul
touching. She invites us to take this love-expanding journey with her. If you say “yes” expect to be
challenged to become more spacious, know more possibilities and raise your personal
frequency. Her authenticity adds to the power of this book to inspire us to live in a higher
vibration, from a multidimensional perspective.“—Joan Chadbourne, EdD, author of Healing
Conversations Now“In Living Future Pull, a Spiritual Memoir, Rosalie Deer Heart describes what
an authentic spiritual path looks like. It is neither predictable nor easy, yet, it is genuine. A
traumatic event sets in motion a life of both inner reflection, and service in the light. She is
guided throughout her soul-journey by the wisdom from her higher self, the spirit world, and like-
minded teachers. Deer Heart reminds us that what may sometimes seem confusing is in fact the
pull toward our destiny. In clear and honest language, Living Future Pull becomes our support
and encouragement to recognize our own unique journey forward.”—Asandra, author of Contact
Your Spirit GuidesChaptersIntroduction to Living Future PullChapter 1The MiddleChapter 2The
BeginningChapter 3Breaking RankChapter 4Multi-Dimensional ConsciousnessChapter 5The
Frequencies of LoveChapter 6The Irresistible Frequency of Soul CallsChapter 7My Service as a
Death DoulaChapter 8SurrenderChapter 9MeditationChapter 10Daughter-Mother
KarmaChapter 11Mother Mary and The Healing of a Past LifetimeChapter 12The Power of
BeliefsChapter 13The Frequencies of Future PullChapter 14The Challenges of AgingChapter
15The Powers of Place and GraceIntroduction to Living Future PullWriting a spiritual memoir



was the last project I imagined for myself. I have dared to write honestly about my journey home
to myself despite a cacophony of discouraging voices living in my head taunting: “Who do you
think you are?” “How dare you?” “How narcissistic of you!” and “For shame.”After the publication
of my books Awaken (2011) and Soul Befriending (2014), friends and readers challenged me to
include more personal stories in future books. I was surprised and a bit daunted. Although I am
an outrageous extrovert, I also come from five generations of Mainers from both my mother and
father’s sides of the family and privacy is a deeply ingrained intergenerational valueWriting and
witnessing are synonyms for me. Looking back over forty years, journal keeping was, and
continues to be, another example of Future Pull that connected me deeply with my personal
stories, edge-walking stories, and soul stories. I believe that our stories, like our energy, impact
others as well as our own consciousness. I also believe that a story is more powerful than a
weapon because we can recreate ourselves through the stories we choose to share.To write this
book, I drew on four decades of journals filled with stories of losing myself, finding myself,
questioning myself, loving myself, confronting myself, dismissing myself, re-claiming myself, and
celebrating myself. For example, in July 1977, four months after the sudden death of my son,
Mike, my guides channeled through me:Believe in yourself and all is possible.You are an
instrument of light and power.You are prepared: only commitment and faith are needed to bring
your gifts to fruition.There are those around you who are afraid of what you are living. They will
discourage you, yet your direction is charted. You are becoming a clear channel, and your
motives are pure.I agree with Alison Strickland, my friend, editor, and co-author of Harvesting
Your Journals: Writing Tools to Enhance Your Growth and Creativity (1999) who
wrote:“Journaling isn’t just capturing experiences; it’s reflection upon experience in search of
meaning that yields wisdom.” Through time, journaling became both a practical and later a
spiritual practice. As long as I stayed patient with myself and honest with my feelings and
perceptions, I learned that I could count on myself to maneuver through confusion and
sometimes chaos to arrive at a place of understanding and healing.Midway through writing my
memoir, I enrolled in a six-week online memoir class offered by Roger Housden, author of Ten
Poems to Change your Life. I have admired Roger for more than three decades, and I intuited
that the class might assist me in organizing and deepening my own memoir. I was right. For
starters, Roger reminded me that writing a memoir was a daring act because I would have to
stand by my own voice and my own emotional experience without apology. My heart applauded
when he reminded me, “What matters is not so much what happened but the sensitivity with
which you absorbed the experience and the ways it continues to inform and color your life
now.”When my ego directed my personal story, I reacted from my familiar roles and pain pushed
me until future pulled. I eventually gave up pleasing others and looking outside of myself for
validation and began to trust my intuition to source my emerging truths. Looking back from my
current perspective, each choice I made reflected either egocentric will which is connected to
power, control and personal stories, or soul growth which is connected to Future Pull. Over time,
I moved from simple awareness to cosmic awareness.Both breaking rank and responding to



Future Pull interrupted my predictable life. Both required action. The frequencies of Future Pull
invited me to move out of my comfort and control zone and live way beyond the person I knew
myself to be. I grew in awareness amidst creative tension. Both rebellion and discipline were
essential for me to grow into my authentic self.Edge walking between my personal story and my
soul story involved separating myself from old attachments and limited beliefs and being patient
with myself as I learned to tolerate uncertainty. In the process, I gradually discovered that I no
longer belonged to myself in the ways I used to. In the transformation process I learned to be
more accepting, loving and compassionate with myself.In the following pages, you will meet me
as I weave, interweave, and re-weave my human self with my Divine self. You will also meet my
guides and teachers, who had their hands full as they supported me to break rank with my
learned limitations and channeled irresistible information that I eventually claimed as my internal
GPS—God Presencing System.Although breaking rank with my limiting intergenerational beliefs
that did not serve my soul’s journey was one of the recurring themes and lessons, the
unexpected wild card was the magnetic attraction of Future Pull. I was stunned when I looked
back over the past four decades of my life and discovered that the energetic frequency of Future
Pull had always been present. No matter if the event was heart breaking or heart opening, I had
the choice to align with the potential of Future Pull.In my experience, which is more than enough
for me, a feed forward or Future Pull event is a condition in the present with meaning that unfolds
in the future. When I was nineteen, which is one half century ago, I had a vivid dream that in
retrospect counts as Future Pull. In the dream, I witnessed myself sitting outside in a white
wicker rocking chair on a large wrap around porch surrounded by six people. Some were
younger than I and some were older. The people felt like my soul family. In ordinary reality, the
dream made no sense, especially since I believed that I would marry and have children and live
the American dream. At seventy-two, I am single by choice and value community. I might indeed
be moving in the future direction of my dream of long ago.After many hours of reflecting, tracking
and remembering times when I said “Yes” to Future Pull without consciously being aware of the
implications of my actions, I recognized how Future Pull acts like a soul switch similar to a
familiar light switch. Unless we switch on the light, the potential light remains inert and invisible.
Each time I said Yes to Future Pull I activated the soul switch. The frequency of Future Pull
stretched me into the unknown future and I later claimed aspects of myself that I did not know
were there. In order to be present for Future Pull, I risked believing that the unknown future was a
place of revelations—not fear.When I looked back in previous journals for examples of Future
Pull, I discovered this gem that my guides channeled in May 1983:Note the opportunities and
challenges that accompany living a multidimensional perspective. As you grow more fully within
the light, you fuse with all that is, and you will remember how to consistently access love-
wisdom. The echoes of eternity resonate within your soul.I am no stranger to living in more than
one dimension. I was born intuitive. Energy is my first language. Settling for being ordinary no
longer claimed me. Although others referred to some of my experiences as “far out” or even
“extraordinary,” in retrospect I realize that each event challenged me to embrace my



multidimensional wholeness. As I wove the thread of my eternal divine self with my evolving
authentic human self, I experienced times when I enjoyed being a playmate with angels, Mother
Mary and God. Part of my joy as a Cosmic Catalyst is to remind and teach others to dare to say
Yes! to a co-creative relationship with the Divine Creative Forces that I know as God while living
embodied, passionate lives on earth.Equally true, I enjoy being a mother, grandmother, and
evolutionary buddy to many people. Balancing dimensions and ways of knowing feels, at times,
like juggling orbs in the air and grounding and honoring the information that each orb offers
expanded my perspective, imagination, and what it means to live in a unified field of
consciousness.Although I prided myself on being an above average problem solver and later
taught at the Creative Problem Solving Institute in Buffalo New York one week every summer for
more than two decades, I opened to other ways of accessing meaning. I learned how to listen to
my body and then to honor my body’s wisdom. Over decades I learned how to befriend my
compassionate, intuitive nature, which to me is the silent voice of Spirit. Ten years ago, I wrote
the following paragraph in my journal:I appreciate from experience that intuition is the language
of the heart that provides multidimensional answers to my most pressing questions. I also
respect that planetary evolution is grounded in service to the greater good and dedicated to the
wellbeing of all.My priorities changed in radical ways. I practiced discernment and set both
physical and energetic boundaries—all in preparation to surrender to my own vulnerability,
reclaim my innocence and extend love and healing to others, myself, and the world. Love
became my spiritual signature and my joyful service in the world.In my experience, the cosmic
frequencies are accelerating and amplifying. The results of my present day choices feel
instantaneous, while only a few years ago, the consequences required more time to manifest.
We, too, are re-calibrating. Time itself feels elastic as if it too is accelerating. Change is
happening much more quickly. I sense I am moving into a deeper place of accessing my own
God Self. I believe that it is time to deepen our alignment with our inner holiness and our outer
wholeness. My experience is that as I claim my entitlement to my inner Divinity and weave my
Divine self with my evolving authentic human self, I have the potential to become a channel of
blessings and joy-filled service.In my thirty-seven years of doing soul readings, I have noticed
during the past three years that many others sense the Future Pull of conscious evolution. My
human response to the accelerating energies is a daily intention to live my life from the
perspective of my soul story and transform my personal stories to align with the often hidden
energies of Future Pull.Since we are all multidimensional beings, our genetic blueprints contain
the potential to tap into all of the knowledge throughout time, including the future. Native
Americans consciously call upon their future ancestors, who live as far out as seven
generations, before making an important decision that will affect their tribal family. I often
challenge myself to merge with my Future Self when facing an important decision. I ask myself,
“Who do I wish to become?” and then discern whether or not my decision resonates with my
unfolding future self.What if our journey on earth is as simple as believing and trusting that each
of us is the meeting point between earth and heaven? What if my life were as simple as believing



that God is having a Rosalie experience here on earth through me?My prayer is that we all
recognize our inner Divinity and live our lives as if God were enjoying a touch of the earth’s
experience through us. Three months ago, I picked up my journal and wrote,The present and the
future invite each of us to become more than we can imagine. Our future ancestors as well as
our planet’s evolution deserve to inherit a consciousness that is grounded, informed and graced
by our all knowing hearts as well as our multidimensional minds. As we each surrender to the
power of love and expand our willingness to love each other, our Mother Earth, and ourselves
we amplify our multi-dimensional natures and add our energies to the healing of each other,
ourselves, our communities, our nations as well as the healing of our planet. I am ready to invite
the future to have her way with me. Please join me.My prayer is that my stories touch your heart
and inspire you. Remember the future may pull you in dreams, synchronistic events, visits from
inspirited ones, conversations with an evolutionary buddy, memories from a past or future
lifetime, visits or communications from a guide, or “blink truths” that people often call sudden
insights.I agree with Dr. Jean Houston, author of A Mythic Life, who wrote that one-way to
holiness is by being punched full of holes. In order to discover what is trying to be born from your
wound, she advised people to stop telling their small story and begin the larger story with the
wounding. That is the primary reason I chose to begin my spiritual memoir in the middle with the
sudden death of my teenaged son, Mike.CHAPTER 1The MiddleMy first Soul Call came on
March 23, 1977, although I did not recognize the heart-shattering event as a soul call until many
years later. I don’t know many people who would count the sudden death of their child a soul
call. Yet the sudden death of my almost fifteen-year-old son, Mike was definitely a soul call for
both of us.My spiritual memoir begins with his death. If he had lived, he would have celebrated
his fifteenth birthday in just six weeks. He had his first girlfriend and qualified for the swimming
team in the same month. Two weeks before he was electrocuted in the schoolyard next door, he
surprised everyone by kissing his two-year-old sister, Kelli Lynne goodnight.The week before he
died, he placed four of his school photos on the mantle over the fireplace and said, “So you will
see me everywhere” and the photos remained on the mantle for months after his death. I
wondered for years after if he knew he was destined to die suddenly or was just fooling around
like he often did. The unanswered questions remained when one week after his death a game
called Life that I had ordered for him as a birthday present arrived six weeks before his birthday. I
had imagined that we would enjoy this game as a family activity and I burst out crying because
Mike was dead—not alive and neither life nor death was a game to me.Looking back from a forty-
year perspective, I see that my long-established beliefs had begun to be challenged three
months earlier. Twelve weeks before Mike’s sudden death, I underwent an unwanted emergency
hysterectomy caused by an IUD that had perforated my uterus. The doctor suspected that I
might have cancer too. For the first time in my thirty-three years, I faced the possible reality that I
might die and never see my children grow up. My unplanned and unwanted hysterectomy made
me feel separate from all my friends and I felt punished for something I did not understand.After
the surgery, my raging hormones thrust me into the middle of menopause and the daily



combination of mood swings and hot flashes reminded me that I was out of control. As hard as I
tried to convince the feminist part of me that the hot flashes existed only in my mind, I had to
change the sheets several times a night. To say that I felt like my body had betrayed me was an
understatement.In less than three months, my first-born child would be dead.Before my thirty-
third year, trusting life was easy. Trusting God was not an issue either. I believed in a benevolent
God. After Mike’s death, I did not know what I believed about anything. I wanted to believe in love
and the power of love to heal, but I was immersed in grief. I wanted to believe that my two-year-
old daughter, Kelli Lynne would survive and grow up and be happy, but I no longer trusted life.My
son’s death forever changed how I viewed both life and death. Grief became a familiar. The pain
of emptiness and feeling like I was a ghost walker seized me. I felt alone no matter how many
people were around me. None of my friends or family had survived the death of one of their
children. Words felt hollow. Hugs reached me but not my heart. Food tasted like cardboard.
People watched me. When I entered a room, they stopped talking. I no longer cared.Equally
true, nothing prepared me for the subsequent conversations and visits with my dead son that
began eight days after he died. Of course, I captured the encounter in my journal:About midnight
I noticed my body pulsating with energy. My heartbeat accelerated and I felt scared and alert.
Bright lights filled the room. I closed my eyes tightly, then opened them a little to see if the lights
had disappeared. They hadn’t. Cautiously peeking through half-open eyes, I became
mesmerized by a bright orange spiral light circling around a pure white center that had a minute
black dot in the middle of it. As I watched closely, the brilliant orange border gradually turned to
yellow and the vivid center remained unchanged.Jolted, I sat up in bed. I didn’t understand how
or why, but I recognized the energy contained in the colors. My heart responded to this energy,
and I knew it was similar to my own heart’s light. Understanding exploded as I realized that this
light was somehow related to Mike. Without warning, I began to float, and for an instant
wondered if I was dying, but I relaxed and knew for the first time ever that I did not fear
death.While floating, I experienced myself as a concentrated point of energy, traveling easily
through space and aware of Mike as pure essence and of myself as an aspect of that
essence.As if in affirmation, Mike’s vibrations responded to my own with energy—not words.
There was a communion that seemed to say, “That’s right, Mom. There is no difference, no
divisions, no separations.”We were communicating! Somehow, I could receive and interpret his
message although it was not spoken; similarly, he was able to hear the questions in my mind
although I hadn’t uttered them out loud.He continued, “Together we have activated a link. I have
information for you and others that will sustain you and bring new light to you.”In that moment, I
knew with absolute clarity that one of us had to die in order to connect in this way.
Acknowledging this deep emotional truth further separated me from my family who did not
believe that life continued after death. My visits with Mike also separated me from friends who
lacked a similar experience and were not able to relate to mine. Stepping more fully into my
evolving story felt like my only choice, even if it meant I would be alone.I knew I was not
hallucinating either the energetic sound of my son’s voice or the messages he gave me, even



though I was in shock. How could I explain hearing his voice in my mind when I was a
psychotherapist who referred clients who heard voices in their heads to a psychiatrist? Nothing
in my inner or outer world made sense after Mike’s death.I coined the word “Inspirited,” to
replace “Dead” because in my experience, Mike continued to have energy, motion, and intention.
How was it possible to have those characteristics and no breath? I felt like I was still the mother
of two children and each had a hold on my heart.In retrospect, I grew up in a culture and in a
family that did not acknowledge an afterlife. None of my professional colleagues talked about
reincarnation or spiritual guides. Until Mike’s death, I had never talked to or listened to a dead
person and the psychotherapist within me would have labeled such an experience an “auditory
hallucination.” I felt isolated and bereft because of my own experiences on the inner planes that
felt more real to me than gravity and my own pulse.Less than six weeks after Mike’s death, I
awoke with vivid memories of a dream (or was it a visit?) in which Mike told me to place his
ashes in a creel concealed under a pile of clothes in a large cardboard cylinder in the garage. I
awoke from the dream with his words, “The creel is important, Mom, because I was a
fisherman.”The dream seemed so vivid that I tiptoed to the garage in the early light and spotted
the cylindrical cardboard container that I had seen in the dream. Trancelike, I pried off the lid and
found stacks of outgrown clothes. I wildly pulled out clothes until my hands grasped a solid
object at the bottom of the barrel—an odd-shaped closed straw basket with a slit on top and a
ruler attached to one side. I recognized the creel from the dream image and remembered that
my grandfather, Bomp, had given Mike the creel for his fifth birthday.I slowly fingered the rough
edges, stunned that I had dreamed a dream based in reality. My mind whizzed with questions: Is
Mike really in touch with me? Is he giving me signs, reassuring me or guiding me? I shrugged my
shoulders and acknowledged to myself that death has a different reality for me as long as I have
this connection.The timing of the dream was uncanny. We had planned to scatter his ashes at
Two Lights State Park in Cape Elizabeth that day.Exactly eight months after Mike’s death, I
dreamed of him again. Or was it a visitation? I recorded the event in my journal:In last night’s
dream, Mike was confined to an institution for the mentally disabled. He could not move or
speak. I hated seeing him reduced to a body with neither a mind nor vitality and I felt guilty about
being repulsed. In the dream, I forced myself to visit with him. I spoke to him, stared at him, and
searched for a sign that he heard me. He remained immobile and I was horrified and saddened.
In the midst of my agony, I heard Mike’s voice saying, “You see, Mom, there are worse things in
life than death.”I sighed, put another blanket on the bed and said out loud,“Yes, I agree, there are
worse things in life than death. But damn it, Mike, why?”“Don’t you understand yet, Mom? I am a
light.”I scratched my hand to make sure that I was awake.His voice interrupted me saying, “The
question is, ‘Do you believe in me? In yourself? Do you dare to trust and see through?’”“What
does that mean?” I challenged.“Rest now, Mom and trust in your senses.”I sighed and said in a
resigned voice, “What choice do I have?”He replied, “Revolving, involving, resolving, evolving,
all is in process.”“What kind of an answer is that? I want something I can hold on to,” I sputtered
through my tears.Silence.My son’s death broke my heart open, ignited my intuition and opened



my mind to the psychic world of continuing life after death. I now believe that his death was a
soul agreement that we made before he was born—an agreement to consciously bridge
dimensions that called upon one of us to die and one of us to live. Years later my evolutionary
buddy Lou Ann Daly challenged me when she asked lovingly, “Rosie, do you think that your soul
agreement with Mike stipulated that he was the one who would die?”The mother in me
responded first, and I said that I did not believe that it mattered who left and who stayed. When I
met Lou Ann’s eyes, I opened my heart to her question. As a mother, I would have chosen to be
the one to die—what mother wouldn’t? Or maybe our soul agreement was that he agreed to
excarnate and experience an afterlife and I agreed to receive his messages and write about our
inter-dimensional connection.On a human level, I believe that I was not given a choice; yet on a
cosmic level, who knows? Certainly, the emergency hysterectomy felt like a wild card and death
felt close by. Yet I survived. I also honor that without him I would not be the person I am today.
Without him, I would not be doing soul readings and tracking people in the afterlife. Before his
death, I never imagined it was possible to communicate between dimensions. Furthermore, I
had no idea that dimensions existed and hence no concept of dimensional doorways, or
portals.By beginning my memoir in the middle of my story, I transformed my perspective as
seeing both Mike and myself as victims. Eventually, I began to relate to myself as a “seeker” and
to Mike as “Inspirited” rather than “my dead teenaged son.” It took a long time for me to realize
that Mike’s death opened up my intuitive channels as well as my devotion to journaling that
resulted in Healing Grief—A Mother’s Story, which I still think of as Mike’s Book and the
beginning of my writing career.Nine months after he died, I recorded this in my journal:Silver and
gold streams of light filled the room. As I watched, I could see each particle of light both
separately and as part of a stream. My eyes felt like the shutter of a sophisticated camera. The
streams of silver and gold coalesced, blanketing my heart. As they did, the light turned white. My
body was light. I was not out of my body, but rather in the light.Suddenly I sensed a familiar
energy. I looked up, expecting to see a ghost. Instead, I was captivated by a swirl of light with a
revolving center. I recognized this familiar energy as Mike. Then I sensed Mike’s voice—not in
my ears, but rather in each cell of my body.“That’s right,” he channeled “I am sending you the
essence of love, which is light. I can do that now.”As I watched more intently, I noticed tiny rays of
white light emanating from my heart and joining the energy spiral that was Mike. I wasn’t trying to
do anything; the convergence simply happened. I transmitted my thought: “I don’t understand
this.”“Just relax. Be with the light. You are experiencing that you, too, can send light.”“But my
streams of light are nothing compared with yours,” I complained.“That’s because you have not let
go, you must release fully the emotion you have invested in me. Only then can we begin the
transfusion.”“How do I let go?” I questioned.“By blessing my passage. You released my body in
the hospital, but what is needed now is a deeper release—for by blessing my evolution, you
bless your choice to remain as an instrument of healing. And within healing, we mutually evolve.
You see, our souls’ evolution is connected, and to reinvest in the light, you must bless my choice
of evolution.”“I can’t bless your death,” I told him.“Death is your word,” he reminded me. “I am



living energy. I have motion and intention. If I had left for college or married, you would have
given me your blessing. Both of us would have experienced a new beginning, further learnings, a
different relationship.”“But that time was far away,” I complained. “I can’t make that jump.”“Time is
all relative. Past, present, future—all are ‘now’ in my dimension,” Mike told me. “Your blessings
are a vote of confidence in our mutual evolution. You are experiencing the resonant vibrations
that connect us. The radiant energy that you are impressed with can be received and channeled
on a daily basis, but only after you have released me from your heart.”“In other words, it is my
function to disconnect—again” I said.“Precisely,” he responded. “There are levels of releasing,
depths of letting go. You have now glimpsed an aspect of your own radiance, but you must be
willing to release me. I cannot do that for you, Mom. That is your learning and your work. Know
that in letting go, you will experience light.”After Mike’s sudden death, I tried harder to be good
and available to family and please others as if in some crazy way I could make up for his death,
which I did not cause. Someone told me that I suffered from survivor’s guilt as if the label would
ease or explain my pain. All the while I wanted to scream, mostly to myself, “His dying was not
my fault.” Nevertheless, I held myself hostage for his death for years by restraining my creative
self-expression and over-giving to others. Eventually over-giving wore me out. Gradually I
became aware of the trance I had woven around myself and my life and slowly “trance-ended,
retired from sacrificing myself and began to honor my soul’s path and forgive myself for judging
myself in absurd ways.CHAPTER 2The BeginningBeginning at the beginning takes me back in
time seventy-three years to where I existed as a soul and before I had inherited a physical body. I
have a distinct soul memory that existed before conception when I agreed to introduce a high
love frequency into my birth family. From the soul dimension, I experienced love as light. From
the perspective of spirit, I had no idea how ambitious and challenging my soul agreement to
shine my light full beam would be on the earth dimension. Loving was like breath in the spiritual
dimension. Oneness was all. Looking back, I realize that my parents did not have a clue what to
do with my spirit and I was their firstborn child.Like most people, upon being born I adopted the
denser vibrations of the earth and then gradually reflected the predominant beliefs of my family
that life was hard and challenging. They had survived the Great Depression and carried a
scarcity fear like many of their generation. Plus, we were serious, hardworking Mainers!Since I
was conditioned to believe that life was a struggle, I attracted pain and suffering. More than one
astrologer has told me that my fifth house is packed and the decision is always between
suffering and service. As the descendent of five generations of native Mainers on both my
mother and father’s side of the family, the values to be strong and work hard were branded on
my teething ring! Both my grandparents and parents prided themselves on surviving long,
severe winters and their ability to keep going no matter what. Play, pleasure and vacations were
for others. We were responsible, hardworking native Mainers who toed the mark.One of the
family stories about my birth is how my mother refused to nurse me, even though her parents
had to use food stamps to purchase milk, because, as the story goes, her breasts belonged to
my father. Add to that unwelcoming behavior her allegiance to Dr. Spock’s harsh feeding



schedule that forbade on demand feeding.Both my mother and my grandmother told me stories
about how I screamed so loud and long from hunger that they turned the record player on loud
until I eventually gave up and slept. Nobody came to hold me no matter how hard I wailed. No
wonder that I have a hard time nurturing myself and a harder time receiving nurturance from
others, even though my soul knows that receiving is an essential part of every relationship.My
father was in the Merchant Marines during World War II and then devoted the next thirty years of
his life to going to sea. He worked his way through the ranks to be captain of a super tanker, the
American Eagle that delivered white fuel from the Middle East. It wasn’t that he loved the ocean
or life aboard ship; he just wanted to provide for us because he had grown up poor.For the first
twenty-eight years of my life I saw him about six weeks a year when he was home on vacation.
Each time he returned, I was supposed to drop my own life and be available to do family things
with a man I did not know. My mother changed from being an independent in charge woman to
answering to the name “Baby Doll.” I imagine they argued in the privacy of their bedroom, but I
never witnessed an argument.In those days, people stayed married even if they were not happy
and if a mother with children lived alone, it was because her husband had died. As I started
school, I was the only child in my class without both parents living at home. I felt envious of
friends who had a regular dad who was home every night and on weekends.For many years, the
annual welcome home ritual for my father centered on pennies and piggy banks. My father
saved pennies while he was away at sea for ten or eleven months a year. Always the first
morning that he was home, he unlocked the bedroom door in the pre-dawn light. Moments
before my brother and I heard him turn the lock, we heard the clinking sound of thousands of
pennies being dumped on the shiny, hard wood floor. That was our signal to grab our piggy
banks off the mahogany bureau where they sat untouched for three hundred and sixty-three
days a year and scurry into the semi-dark bedroom.Even though I was only six, I knew my
younger brother and I were expected to act excited. He was. I wanted to cuddle in bed with my
mother like we sometimes did in the early morning when my father was absent.My father began
the countdown for the penny race. Five—Four—Three—Two—One. We dropped to the cold,
wooden floor. I was not interested in stuffing the mostly shiny coins into the narrow slot of my two-
foot tall Santa Claus penny bank. My brother grappled for the pennies and shouted, “I’m winning.
I have more pennies than you have.”I looked over at the bed and my mother and father
whispered and laughed with one another. When they looked at us, I felt like an animal at the zoo.
My brother started tickling me and I screamed. He jumped on my belly and tickled me with one
hand and grabbed my stack of pennies with his other hand.“Stop it,” I shouted, and hit him.The
man in my mother’s bed bellowed, “Looks like you need some help, son,” and toppled to the
wooden floor and joined him in tickling me.“Stop it, both of you,” I screamed, “I mean it.” I looked
over at my mother for help. Her eyes were closed.“Quiet or you will wake your mother,” ordered
my father.“Quit tickling me or I will pee my pants,” I squeaked.They kept tickling me. I peed my
pajama bottoms and they laughed and teased me. In a flicker of a moment, I made a decision to
numb my body so I would never be humiliated ever again.Everything changed when my father



returned home, even the way my mother laughed. When he was home her voice sounded softer
and friendlier. We were in bed with lights out at seven o’clock without our normal bedtime story.
Our dog, Thunder, no longer wagged his tail or begged for dog biscuits and he stayed outside.I
was confused. I was warned to never talk to strangers. Yet when my father came home, I was
supposed to tell him funny stories and to sit on his lap and kiss him good night. Nobody asked
me how I was feeling. Who was this man who smelled of garlic and made drinks called
Manhattans every night before supper?When I started school and my father was home for his
annual four-week vacation, I was under orders to come directly home from school and be a
family. No play dates or hanging from trees for one month. Inviting friends over was off limits.
Making up for lost family time was lost on me. I protested because I wanted to be with my friends
and my grandparents.I got in trouble when I asked, “Why do we have to be together all of the
time in this house that is just right for three people and too small for four?” I missed my life and
said mean things and got spanked on the butt with a stiff hairbrush. I clearly remember making a
decision to never cry no matter how hard I was spanked. Then my mother accused me of
mocking her and spanked harder. I held my breath, stiffened my body and did not cry—not even
when I was alone in my room.While I was growing up, my feelings were mostly ignored,
ridiculed, or judged. I have spent a lifetime learning to honor my own feelings and giving voice to
my own emotions without second-guessing myself or trying to please others. Emotional safety
was not present. Yet bypassing my feelings did not feel like a healthy option even though I was
labeled Sarah Bernhart.As a child I learned to close down and become less than I was to please
others. Gaining love became my survival strategy. To remain safe in the family, I perfected the art
of being just enough—never too much.Religion did not play a big part in my childhood or
adolescence. I was expected to attend Sunday school at the local Methodist Church. As a
reward, I had my choice of an ice cream cone as soon as the class was over. If I also attended
the hour church service, I qualified for a double decker ice cream cone, which my grandmother
scooped! As an adolescent, I attended the Baptist Church in a nearby town because after the
weekly program we all piled into a car and went to the local pizza shack.Most of my friends
attended the Catholic Church and for years I secretly wished I had been born Catholic. One of
my best friends was very religious and a mutual friend referred to her as “pious.” Later I looked
the word up in the dictionary and I was upset because I convinced myself I would never learn
how to be pious in a Protestant church.During my adolescence, which was emotionally turbulent
by unanimous agreement of all the adults in my family, I begged to convert to Catholicism. My
parents and grandparents were appalled. I wanted to become a nun and practice being pious.
As I looked back, the idea of living a sheltered life among other “girls” appealed to me because
sexuality was such a compelling puzzle with many missing pieces.Given my spotty history with
religion, imagine my surprise, forty years later, when I obeyed an inner impulse to travel across
the waters off Scotland to embark on a one-week retreat at the secluded island of Iona, a small
island off western Scotland in the southern Inner Hebrides. Many people who lived at Findhorn,
the spiritual community in Moray, Scotland, spoke of their “epiphany experiences” that happened



there.During my first walk around Iona a few dilapidated buildings attracted me. My heart beat
faster as I approached the ruins. My legs began to shake and I rested on a large nearby stone.
Then tears eclipsed my sight. Familiar with the emotional impact of past lifetime memories, I
asked to remember specific details of the lifetime that the ancient edifices had shaken loose.
Nothing. My body shook and my tears became sobs and then moans. I pleaded for insight. No
information. My only awareness was a fleeting sense of betrayal, intense emotional and physical
pain and an overpowering sense of injustice.I returned to the retreat center with red eyes, chills,
and raw emotions. I felt like I had unwittingly punctured a deep wound that had been scabbed
over for centuries. Since the other twelve retreat participants had agreed on a voluntary seven-
day vow of silence, I could not ask anyone about the history of the island; however, I found a
book about Iona in the retreat center’s library. I learned that the remnants of the buildings were
originally a Benedictine convent for the order of nuns, built in 1203. Reading further, I learned
that the present Benedictine abbey was the most complete remnant of a medieval nunnery in
Scotland.I was determined to break through my resistance and discover the roots of my pain.
Once more I walked the trail to the convent. This time I walked to the ruined structures and
placed my hands on the rocks. Then I opened my mouth and spontaneously licked one of the
stones, hoping for information. Once more tears blocked my sight. Brushing the tears from my
eyes, I trudged around the old building hoping that the earth and the structures would open my
memory bank. My body shivered and I returned to my sitting rock.Not knowing what else to do, I
half closed my eyes and prayed to be shown whatever remained hidden. Instantly, my eyes were
drawn to a high part of one of the ruined buildings and I knew I had lived in that corner once
upon a time. I prayed harder and as if a movie were playing in front of my eyes, I saw a young
nun kneeling in prayer. I studied her and knew from deep within my present womb-less body that
she was pregnant. The movie was fast-forwarded and I watched in fascination and trepidation as
a monk denounced her for stealing the sacred relics and ordered her to be “done away with” and
her body dumped in the harbor. He further decreed that other nuns never speak her name on
penalty of being cast out of the order. Instinctively, I understood that the monk who sentenced
the nun to death was the father of her unborn child and her beloved. Although I did not want to
watch the sentence carried out, I knew I must re-live the experience of drowning and feeling my
innocence and the injustice done to my unborn child and me if I intended to release the
emotional memories. So I did.No wonder as a teenager I desired to be cloistered to escape my
physical passions. No wonder love is complicated and painful for me this lifetime. No wonder
that I experience a huge tension between spirituality and sexuality. Perhaps now that I had
released this traumatic past life memory, I could heal the inner split between spirituality and
sexuality and enjoy a deep, loving, long relationship.Returning to my chronology, I was a
freshman in high school, when I fell in love with Mike’s father. He was two years older than I and
we got “pinned” during my junior year in high school. He was handsome, intelligent, ambitious,
and aspired to be a doctor. I was unhappy living at home and played the biology card and got
pregnant during the first semester of my senior year. I was not allowed to continue school once



the principal found out.The morning that I gave birth to Mike, my best friend of twelve years
tearfully announced that she and my husband had had sex the night before while I was in the
hospital. The double betrayal and the onslaught of post-partum hormones made for a chaotic
introduction to motherhood. Disillusioned, I filed for divorce within six months.As a first born
child, my parents expected me to go to college. I followed their dream. During the sixties, the two
professions open to women were nursing and teaching. My dream was to become a
photojournalist, but that was not offered at the commuter college in Portland. Since I fainted at
the sight of blood and I enjoyed children, teaching seemed like an easy choice. My mother cared
for Mike while I commuted to college.College was serious business. I grew up in a family that
valued neither creativity nor music. Although I was an imaginative and intuitive child, I, like my
family, discounted both as frivolous. No room for creativity or courage. I knew how to memorize
facts and theories and my intuition, which was a wild card, served me well because I knew in
advance what questions or essays topics would appear in exams. Although I studied, I credited
my intuition for alerting me to the questions and essays on exams and I sped through college in
three years and graduated with high honors.My parents validated me by how hard I worked, how
much I produced, and how much money I earned. Secretly, I valued creative self-expression and
fortune telling. Yet my self-esteem was tied to working hard and being successful. I pushed
myself to excel in my career as a junior high school teacher, later as a psychotherapist and then
as a consultant. To this day, I still struggle to relax and take it easy.For most of my life I have
majored in doing, achieving, creating, mediating, teaching, channeling, and winning recognition.
Earlier in my life, I expressed my personality by being good (mostly), being smart, being dutiful,
and being whoever the adults wanted me to be, especially being pleasing. I also wanted to be
popular. Yet looking back, I now question whether that was important to me, to my mother, or
both of us. Although my mother is dead, sometimes it is still hard to know my own needs,
feelings, and preferences. Being the daughter of a narcissist is hard work with no time off for
good behavior.I met my next husband during my first semester in college while I was a single
mother and overwhelmed with the demands of both college and motherhood. Nine years older
than I, he was steady and loyal. My family loved him and, in truth, he became more like their son
than I was their daughter. We married as soon as I graduated from college and moved to
Montreal, Canada where he’d found work. With him I was free to learn and grow and study and
have friends, but he was not interested in growing either emotionally or spiritually. Over the
years, I grew bored and Mike’s death foreshadowed the death of our fourteen-year
marriage.After I met my mentor Bob Eberle, an accomplished educator, when I first attended the
Creative Problem Solving Institute in Buffalo, New York in 1972, I co-authored two books with
him. In Affective Education Guidebook: Classroom Activities in the Realm of Feelings (1975), we
stated, “the ultimate goal of a classroom community is to establish interpersonal bonds to create
a higher level of human nature so that the sharing of psychic energy becomes possible.”I was
the first teacher in my school to co-author a book, let alone one about creative and caring
education. Being an author made me feel special and I gained recognition as an innovator.



Again, I felt isolated from my colleagues who were envious of my accomplishments and
connections. Four years later we collaborated and wrote Affective Direction: Planning and
Teaching for Thinking and Feeling. Mike died during the writing of this book and after that I felt
like I had lived through a lobotomy and no longer felt like a contributing partner. Bob Eberle
remained both determined and patient to the end.Reviews called the book “scholarly and
applicable to classrooms.” We had designed developmental maps that included strategies for
thinking and feeling to incorporate aesthetic sensitivity, interpersonal relations, moral-ethical
development, and self-knowledge into the curriculum. This book gained us much attention and
we conducted in-service teacher-training workshops around the country. I enjoyed the
recognition, yet I realized that I preferred my classroom to large professional
workshops.CHAPTER 3Breaking RankIbroke rank with my parent’s dream for me when I quit
teaching after the birth of my daughter, Kelli Lynne, and trained to be a psychotherapist. I had no
interest in pursuing traditional psychotherapy. The cookie cutter approach did not appeal to my
soul.Self-actualization was my goal and assisting people to connect with their soul was my path.
Somehow, I knew, although I did not have the words, that integrating our human nature with our
divine nature was part of my soul path. I pursued holistic studies that included psycho-synthesis,
guided imagery and music therapy, body centered psychotherapy, mediation training, and
women’s adult development. I also studied and then taught with Matthew Fox whose book,
Original Blessing, remains on my bookshelf. Although I felt like a renegade, I built my private
practice where I specialized in psycho-spiritual integration. Ten years later I served as a holistic
therapist on the Maine Governor’s Task Force for establishing licensing credentials.My family did
not support my new career choice because they did not approve “of charging people to listen to
their misery.” Nobody in my biological family ever worked with a therapist. Problems were private
and dealt with in house or denied.Three years after Mike’s death, I divorced and again broke
rank with my parents and my grandparents who believed one marriage was forever. No
exceptions. I was not willing to allow my soul to stagnate in a marriage, even if my decision
meant distancing myself from my family.



Meredith Jordan, “More than a memoir. A wisdom teaching.. I have known Rosalie Deer Heart
for many years now, sometimes from long distances and sometimes from (as we say in Maine)
"nearer by." I've also known many of the stories of her life, have read several, if not all, of her
earlier books, and have watched her emerge from her chrysalis into a beautiful butterfly. I say all
this for one reason only: In "Living Future Pull," I not only learned so much more about her multi-
faceted spiritual journey, I also learned so much more about my own. It's a book that invites
thoughtful, personal reflection and life review because IT IS a thoughtful, personal reflection and
life review of and by a woman who has developed a medicine bag of wisdom worthy of informing
us all. I happily acknowledge that the concept of "future pull" has gently opened my eyes and
heart to many challenges that previously seemed inexplicable, or at best, random. Of her nine
books, this is without a doubt the book that has most captured my attention and will pursue me
through my next adventures!”

J. M., “Masterful memoir. An honest, powerful modern classic. Rosalie's work, both her writings
and her work in the world with others, embodies deep love, compassion and caring for our place
in the world, our growth, our self actualization. Her own life journey escalated out of all
calculation with the untimely, heartbreaking death of her son at far too young an age. She
survived the tragedy, found her son in the beyond, and also discovered her soul purpose and her
life's work. She is Present for others. This memoir interweaves early stories and lessons from her
life with current stories; we as readers track her growth, cheer her on, and find hope for
ourselves in our own travels. She's become a masterful teacher through word and deed, and a
courageous modern mystic. Do a loving, nurturing deed for yourself and envelop yourself in this
honest, deeply-felt, exquisitely rendered tour de force, destined to become a classic account of
making one's human way, open-hearted and with great humility, in the world.”

Jan Born, “Living Future Pull ~ an evolutionary game piece. When the student is ready the
teacher will appear is a phrase I've come to believe. "Living Future Pull" as written by Rosalie
Deer Heart is my teacher and I am the student. The concept of "Future Pull" has changed how I
live my life. I now use the concept of Future Pull to more clearly observe my life's unfolding story.
Future Pull is an evolutionary game piece that expands our awareness of what's possible and
what actions are aligned with our soul story. It's a game changer which I am having fun playing
with. You don't have to take my word for it ~ read it for yourself and see how Rosie weaves Future
Pull together from her wide range of experiences with humor and insights that touch our hearts
and bring us closer to feeling that we are indeed all in this together.”

Alice K. Monroney, “Excellent for people on a the Spiritual Path.... I loved this book. It was
reminder to listen deeply to the pull of the future...to trust and be patient...listening carefully to
the music and story in the silences. There have been many silences in my life over the past few



years. It was hard waiting for the paths to emerge. I did trust, but was not always patient. I
learned patience and true to Future Pull...it eventually emerged to open the direction I was to
take next. This book is a lovely reminder. I did not read the other reviews, but suspect like
them...recommend you read this and be sure to get one for a loved one when guided. It could be
the most important gift you ever give yourself or a friend who thinks they are floundering on the
path of life. Blessing to Rosalie for writing this dear/Deer book.”

John Hornecker, “Profound wisdom!. I feel that Rosalie Deer Heart is one of the very important
“wisdom teachers” of our time. In this, her 9th book, she uses the tapestry of her own life
experiences to illustrate ways of integrating our human and Divine nature. In introducing the
concept of “future pull”, she emphasizes the importance of acknowledging and following our
heart’s inner knowingness . . . those subtle, and sometimes not-so-subtle urgings that can lead
us to the fulfillment of our Divine destiny. Rosalie and I have been close friends for the past 35
years, and the quality that I have come to most admire in her is her “courage”. Sometimes it
manifests as physical courage, in which very real dangers are involved. At other times it
expresses as courage to, as she refers to it, “break ranks” with limiting human societal
expectations, in order to live a life that is an expression of her Divine Self. This book is a “must
read” for anyone who is seeking to live a more fulfilling and meaningful life.”

Michael Lightweaver, “family and good friends, have a spell binding story of the .... When I see
strangers in the on the street, in the store or elsewhere I used to see such things as male,
female, tall, short, old, young, etc. Then I went deeper and began to see “stories.” Everyone is
and has a story. Often those closest to us; family and good friends, have a spell binding story of
the life experience. Sadly we seldom seek out those stories. I am so appreciative to Rosie Deer
Heart for the intimacy, honesty and vulnerability she has shown in sharing the story of her own
journey. It is a great model for each of us to leave as a record for our descendants. Michael
Lightweaver, Mountain Light Sanctuary, Asheville, NC”

Alison, “An amazing book filled with wisdom and love. This amazing book is a must read for
anyone interested in the development of their own soul. Rosie's honesty in sharing the
challenging and often profound moments in her life is the backdrop for how we, too, can be
pulled into the evolution of our souls. I had the pleasure of attending one of her book signings
and she used the book in an insightful manner. She asked each attendee to choose a number
and then read from that page in the book. The messages were touching and insightful for the
individual who chose the number as well as for other attendees. I have since used the book
several times by just opening to a page or choosing a number while trying to better understand a
situation in my own life. Rosie is gifted writer, mystic, and an overall beautiful soul.”

The book by Anthony Borgia has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 12 people have provided feedback.
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